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The Key Client Partner 
Most firms have a CRM programme which describes the processes that firms have in place to manage 

their relationships with clients and indeed, there are examples of excellent CRM programmes which 

yield real bottom line benefits for the firm.  However, key client management is different and moves to 

a higher level of sophistication in terms of the processes a firm needs and the skills required by 

individuals involved in the programme. 

Typically, a key client management programme is a strategic, long-term activity. It differs from the 

traditional one-on-one relationship by offering a more holistic approach to clients.  This is achieved by 

forming a client account team, made up of individuals from within the firm with different areas of 

expertise, to provide a broad range of services to a variety of departments.  The team collectively has a 

greater understanding of the client’s business and the markets they operate in. 

One of the key characteristics of a successful key client team is the leadership of the key client partner 

and this paper explores the role of the key client partner in a professional firm. Before we do this lets 

explore what clients want, as it is the expectations and demands of clients which drives how firms need 

to organise themselves to manage their key client relationships. 

What clients want 

Without doubt, clients are looking for more from their lawyers when it comes to relationship 

management and it is also clear that the firms which get this right will be rewarded in terms of increased 

profits. So what do clients want firms to do to grow their relationship? We speak to many clients in a 

variety of organisations and these are a few of their most commonly expressed views: 

 Be proactive and come to us – make an IMPACT on our business don’t just be visible 

 Spend more time helping us think and helping us develop strategies 

 LEAD our thinking. Tell us what is happening and how we should respond 

 Be willing to put your people into our business so that they can truly know us 

 Join our operational meetings and brainstorm with us 

 Talk to us about emerging issues as you become aware of them often before we do and you 

certainly understand their impact better 

 Just spend more time in between transaction – move on from being “deal junkies”. 

What all of these suggestions have in common is that they are about investing serious time and effort on 

getting to know the client’s business and their industry in great depth. Some of this is “back office” 

activity such as research and preparation of reports etc., but much of it requires greater client contact. 

What is of interest is that partners should not be pushing water up hill – clients consistently tell us they 

want more contact and more time discussing their business and exploring the issues they face. Clients 

want a business partner who can add value through their knowledge, ideas and expertise. 
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So how does a firm respond to these client requirements? The answer is to develop a number of key 

client partners or partners who are responsible for the total relationship with each of the key clients. As 

client organisations become larger, more complex and sophisticated in how they want their professional 

advisers to deal with them, the more complex key account management has become for law firms. 

The overriding responsibility of the key client partner is to manage and more importantly grow the 

firm’s relationship with its major clients, co-ordinating the activities of professionals across the firm and 

often across geographic boundaries. 

Luminary or manager? 

The first question to be addressed in determining the role of the key client partner is to decide whether 

the primary role is as a “luminary” - the firm’s representative in the client organisation (outward facing) 

or manager – the client’s representative in the firm (inward facing), ensuring that all of the firm’s 

resources are available to address the clients problems and priorities?  The truth is that a key client 

partner needs to be both, but the most successful client partners are those who are effective in the 

internal manager role, whereas many partners in this role concentrate simply on the outward facing 

role. 

Key client partners are most effective when they focus on the long-term issue of strengthening the client 

relationship. When a partner sees the role purely as one of generating more fees, they are less effective 

at building a sustainable and profitable relationship.  Many key client partners see their role as having 

the primary responsibility for building the relationship, but in reality, it is their job to manage a team of 

people to build and sustain the relationship. The true measure of success is whether the day-to-day 

interface is between the client and members of the key client team, with the key client partner 

managing the relationship at a strategic level. 

Key client partners must truly be MANAGERS.  Key client teams are rarely simply defined organisational 

units.  The key client partner may be dedicated to serving his or her key client exclusively but client team 

members will not be.  Most frequently, their work for the key client team will be just one of a number of 

their responsibilities.  Whilst the key client may be of strategic importance to the firm, each team 

member’s contribution may be minor in terms of their other priorities so a major part of the key client 

partner’s role is to energize and motivate the team, which means devoting significant time internally as 

a coach. 

Influence without authority 

In most firms, key client partners often have responsibility without authority. Team members often 

report to other practice heads or heads of geographical disciplines whose priorities will be different and 

who have a greater influence on their performance appraisal and reward.  Therefore key client partners 

must learn to manage without this power and to influence their team members. Most people are 

motivated by financial rewards but there are a number of non-financial motivators which key client 

partners can use to attract and motivate team members: 

 Challenging work – which team members may not get elsewhere 

 Work which may be visible to others in the firm 
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 Visibility to others in the firm and outside the firm which they might not otherwise get and which 

might help to build their profile 

 Contacts 

 Special roles or assignments that may be available working with members’ other clients 

 Access to information 

 Access to additional resources 

 Personal interest 

 Recognition 

Most of the firm’s key clients are of major strategic importance to the firm and so the opportunity to 

provide these non-financial motivators is far greater. 

The key client partner’s role is to make team members want to participate and contribute to the key 

client relationship. This can be done by providing what they do not find in their regular work.  A lot of 

lawyers are highly motivated by interesting and challenging work so a good key client partner will look 

for and create opportunities to take part in highly visible activities that will give them valuable exposure 

to clients and experience that will help their careers.   

A key client partner will also look for ways to make team members look good, so give them access to the 

client and will celebrate achievement.  

Key client partners need to make it easy to participate and contribute to the client team, by providing 

information and tools. They need to organise for someone to read, summarise and circulate every trade 

publication, financial analyst’s reports and market information, so that team members are up-to-date 

about what is going on in the client’s world. Team members are encouraged to spot and develop 

opportunities with the client. 

Above all, the best key client partners are out and about.  They spend time with clients in face-to-face 

meetings, lunches etc., and time with team members to motivate and enthuse them to be involved in 

their client account.  They work on the principle that if they serve their team they will serve the client 

too. 

In summary 

The best news is that key client management helps everyone.  Clients want it and it benefits the firms by 

growing relationships and generating fees.  Done well it provides career enhancing opportunities for 

everyone. In many other industries, studies have proved the economic benefit of creating client loyalty, 

so there is nothing to suggest the same benefits don’t apply in the legal sector. 

However, key client management requires investment and so key client partners and team members 

need to be allowed to invest non-billable time in the short term to ensure long term success. 
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